
Computer errors led to 450,000 missed
screenings in England since 2009

Up to 270 women in England may have died because they did not receive
invitations to a final routine breast cancer screening, the Health Secretary,
Jeremy Hunt, announced on Wednesday.

Speaking in the Commons, the Health Secretary said 450,000 women aged around
70 had failed to get invitations since 2009. It is not known whether any
delay in diagnosis resulted in avoidable death, but it is estimated that
between 135 and 270 women had their lives shortened as a result, he said.
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Juncker’s decision to commemorate Marx
speaks volumes

The decision of the European Commission President to unveil a statue to and
speak at the celebrations of Karl Marx’s 200th anniversary celebrations in
Trier is a travesty say UKIP.
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Alfie Evans “must be released to his
parents for flight to Italian
hospital”, says Alan Craig

UKIP rooting for Tom Evans and Kate James in their courageous fight against
“cruel ass” legal and medical authorities.

As Tom Evans and Kate James return to court again this afternoon, UKIP has
condemned the legal and medical authorities who have, so far, frustrated
their attempt to have baby Alfie flown by medical ambulance to an Italian
hospital.
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Batten Slams Labour Leader in the
European Parliament Over Issue of a
Second EU Referendum

UKIP Leader, Gerard Batten, has slammed Labour’s Leader in the European
Parliament, Richard Corbett, after he raised the possibility of a second EU
referendum, saying; “while another vote may be the great hope of the pro-
European political elite; it will do nothing more than further polarise
public opinion on the matter of Brexit.”
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